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LIFE THREATENING BLEEDING FROM A GASTROINTESTINAL STROMAL TUMOUR: 

A CASE REPORT (Abstract): Gastrointestinal stromal tumours (GIST) are rare tumours of the 

gastrointestinal tract. They can cause massive gastrointestinal haemorrhage as illustrated in our 

case. Our patient was admitted to the emergency in shock due to massive haematochezia. The 

patient was revived with multiple transfusions and crystalloids. 99m-Tc labeled Red Blood Cells 

(RBC) scan showed bleeding from right upper quadrant of abdomen. Laparotomy revealed a 

tumour in jejunum which was resected and proved to be GIST by immunohistochemistry. The 

patient improved dramatically after surgery and his haemoglobin level stabilized at 10g/dL. 

Repeat RBC scan revealed that there was no bleeding. The postoperative recovery was 

uneventful. CONCLUSION: GISTs are rare but clinical important tumours. As in our case they 

can cause life threatening bleeding. Intensive care to stabilize the patient and modern diagnostic 

methods like RBC scan has proved invaluable. Segmental enterectomy has been the definitive 

treatment the tumour and the gastrointestinal haemorrhage. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Gastrointestinal stromal tumours (GIST) are 

rare tumours of the gastrointestinal tract. 

They originate from gastrointestinal 

pacemaker cells and are characterized by 

over-expression of the tyrosinekinase 

receptor cKIT. [1,2] 

 

CASE REPORT 

A 42 year male presented to the 

emergency department with complaints of 

massive bleeding per rectum after he was 

operated by a local quack for suspected 

haemorrhoids two days back. The patient 

was in shock and very pale. At admission his 

blood pressure was 60/40 mmHg, pulse 

120/min and was having acute respiratory 

distress.  

Large volumes of crystalloids were 

infused in an attempt to revive him, but he 

was having severe respiratory distress and 

ongoing bleeding per rectum. He was 

intubated and shifted to the intensive care 

unit. Routine investigations revealed 
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haemoglobin 2.6 g/dL and platelet count 

40,000/mm3. Multiple transfusions of 

packed RBC and platelets were used to 

stabilize him. Examination under anaesthesia 

was done in the operation theatre in 

suspicion of bleeding haemorrhoids, but the 

source was not found in the anorectum. It 

was inferred that the bleeding was from 

more proximal part.  

After stabilising a RBC scan was 

performed on the patient. The source of 

bleeding was reported to be in the right 

lumbar region of the abdomen (Fig 1). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Preoperative Tc-99m RBC labelled 

radionuclide scan: tracer accumulation seen in the 

right lumber region (arrow) suggestive of bleed 

 

A provisional diagnosis of 

angiodysplasia of right colon was made. The 

patient was further transfused packed RBC 

and platelets and taken up for emergency 

exploratory laparotomy. On laparotomy a 

firm growth of about 4 cm diameter was 

found in the antimesenteric border of 

jejunum about one and a half feet distal to 

the duodenojejunal flexure (Fig. 2). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Tumour of about 4 cm diameter was found in 

the antimesenteric border of jejunum 

 

The vessels supplying the growth 

appeared dilated and thin walled. No 

regional lymph node was enlarged. No 

peritoneal deposits could be found. The 

growth was resected with the segment of 

jejunum containing it with adequate free 

margin of 5 cm and end-to-end anastomosis 

of jejunum was done (Fig. 3). The patient 

improved dramatically after surgery and his 

haemoglobin level stabilized at 10 g/dL. 

Repeat RBC scan revealed that there was no 

bleeding. (Fig. 4) The postoperative 

recovery was uneventful. 

Histopathologic study revealed a 

spindle cell tumour arising from the smooth 

muscle layer of jejunum. Immuno-

histochemistry for KIT receptor tyrosine 

kinase (KIT, CD 117) was positive and the 

diagnosis of GIST was confirmed. The 

patient has thrived well and with no 

sequelae. 

 
DISCUSSION 

The mesenchymal tumours have been 

classified over the years into leiomyomas, 

schwannomas, leiomyoblastomas or 

leiomyosarcomas. But in recent years there 

has been more insight into the origin of these 

tumours. Mazur and Clark in 1984 reported 

that many supposed smooth muscle tumors 

lacked immunohistochemical or electron 

microscopic evidence of smooth muscle or 

neural characteristics, and they suggested 

that the term ”gastric stromal tumor” would 
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be more appropriate [1]. Kindblom proposed 

that these tumours arise from the interstitial 

cells of Cajal which are pacemaker cells of 

the gut [2]. They originate from 

gastrointestinal pacemaker cells and are 

characterized by over-expression of the 

tyrosine kinase receptor cKIT. 

Though rare, gastrointestinal stromal 

tumours (GIST) are the most common 

mesenchymal tumours of the gut. GISTs are 

rare tumours but the most common 

mesenchymal tumours of the gastrointestinal 

tract. Studies from Finland show the annual 

incidence to be about 10-20 / million [3]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 Segmental small bowel resection. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Pre and postoperative Tc99m labelled RBC 

radionuclide scan: The focal area seen previously is 

not visualized on the postoperative scan (arrows) 

 

Most GISTs arise in the stomach 

(about 60%) and small intestine (30%), and 

less commonly from the duodenum, the 

colon and rectum. GIST of oesophagus is 

extremely rare [4-6]. No significant 

difference in incidence between males and 

females has been noted. Median age of 

presentation is 69 [7]. 

The symptoms depend upon the size of 

the tumour. Small GISTs are usually 

asymptomatic and are incidental findings in 

laparotomies for other conditions. Larger 

tumours may present as bleed, abdominal 

masses, cause obstruction or rarely perforate. 

Bleeding is the most common presentation 

of GIST (about 50%) [8]. Bleeding can be 

chronic causing unexplained anaemia or may 

be acute. Acute bleeding can be life 

threatening necessitating emergency 

management [9]. About 10% cases at 

presentation have metastatic disease. The 

most common site of secondaries is liver. 

Peritoneal metastases are uncommon and 

lymphatic spread is rare [5]. 

There are no recognized specific 

radiological examinations for GIST 

diagnosis. Endoscopy can reveal submucosal 

masses and ulcerated mucosa. But often the 

mucosa appears normal. Contrast enhanced 

CT is mainstay of diagnosis. It can assess the 

size and the location of the tumour. It can 

also diagnose hepatic metastasis. [10] 

Obscure gastrointestinal bleeding is 

very difficult to diagnose. Newer diagnostic 

techniques like video capsule endoscopy 

(VCE), contrast enhanced CT, CT 

angiography and 99m-Tc labelled Red Blood 

Cells (RBC) scan can localize the source of 

bleeding [11]. Orellana reported a high rate 

of correct localization of active GI bleeding 

up to 93% by RBC scans [12]. Positron 

emission tomography with 18-FDG is 

particularly useful for detection of secondary 

localisation of GIST, but has been chiefly 

used for patient follow-up [13, 14]. 

The primary treatment of GIST is 

complete excision with surrounding tissue. 

The survival correlates directly with the 

completeness of the removal. Resectable 

GIST with low risk factors should be 

observed only and the high risk cases should 

be considered for imatinib. The unresectable 

GIST should be considered for imatinib or 

complementary resection. The GIST not 

responding to imatinib may be managed by 

dose escalation or trial of experimental 

agents [15]. 

Synchronous hepatic metastases must 

be resected if surgically feasible. The 

unresectable tumours may be treated with 
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neoadjuvant Imatinib and subsequent 

complementary resection. Even if a tumour 

is unresectable, resection is palliative for 

mass effect and bleeding [16]. Lymph node 

dissection is usually not needed because like 

sarcomas, GIST metastasizes through blood 

and lymphatic spread is very late. 

Imatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor 

and offers very specific antitumour effect 

against GISTs. Its role in inoperable and 

metastatic disease has been proved [17, 18]. 

 

CONCLUSION  

GISTs are rare but clinical important 

tumours. As in our case they can cause life 

threatening bleeding.  Intensive care to 

stabilize the patient and modern diagnostic 

methods like RBC scan has proved 

invaluable. Complete resection of the 

tumour has been the definitive treatment of 

the tumour and the gastrointestinal 

haemorrhage. 
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